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ABSTRACT

The environmental robustness of DNN-based acous-
tic models can be significantly improved by using multi-
condition training data. However, as data collection is a
costly proposition, simulation of the desired conditions is a
frequently adopted strategy. In this paper we detail a data
augmentation approach for far-field ASR. We examine the
impact of using simulated room impulse responses (RIRs),
as real RIRs can be difficult to acquire, and also the effect
of adding point-source noises. We find that the performance
gap between using simulated and real RIRs can be elimi-
nated when point-source noises are added. Further we show
that the trained acoustic models not only perform well in the
distant-talking scenario but also provide better results in the
close-talking scenario. We evaluate our approach on several
LVCSR tasks which can adequately represent both scenarios.
Index Terms: reverberation, augmentation, deep neural net-
work, room impulse responses

1. INTRODUCTION

Deep neural networks (DNN) represent the current state of the
art in acoustic modeling for large vocabulary speech recogni-
tion. A primary reason for their success is the fact that when
the training data is sufficiently representative, a DNN learns
internal representations that are relatively stable with respect
to irrelevant variability, such as speaker, bandwidth and envi-
ronment differences [1]. However a DNN is unable to extrap-
olate to test samples that are sufficiently different from the
training examples. Hence ensuring that the training data rep-
resents most of the possible test scenarios is highly desirable.

Multi-style training is a widely adopted strategy to train
robust acoustic models [2]. However the acquisition of real
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multi-style training data is not trivial. Hence simulating this
training data is a viable alternative. Augmenting training data
with these simulated multi-style training data has had signif-
icant impact in robust acoustic modeling. For example, in
the recent IARPA-ASpIRE far-field recognition challenge [3]
which deals with far-field ASR in mismatched environments
the best performing systems used data augmentation [4, 5].
Compared to other techniques used in these systems, data
augmentation was shown to provide the most significant rel-
ative improvement. Peddinti et al. reported a 33% relative
improvement from data augmentation[4].

Far-field data typically has reverberated speech and point-
source noises, in addition to the isotropic noise at the receiver
position. Reverberation is typically represented by convolu-
tion of the audio signals with a room impulse response (RIR)
[6]. Among other things, these RIRs are affected by the
room, receiver position and type, speaker position and po-
sitions of different obstacles. Assuming availability of RIRs
corresponding to different source positions, samples of ane-
choic, e.g. close-talking speech, and samples of isotropic and
point-source noises, we can simulate far-field speech using
the following equation

xr[t] = x[t] ∗ hs[t] +
∑
i

ni[t] ∗ hi[t] + d[t] (1)

where xr[t] represents simulated far-field speech, x[t] repre-
sents the speech signal, hs[t] represents the RIR correspond-
ing to the speaker position, ni[t] represents a point-source
noise and hi[t] represents the corresponding RIR, and d[t]
represents other additive noise sources like isotropic noise.
From Equation 1, it can be seen that even the simulation of
far-field speech requires several RIRs, corresponding to each
source. Recording real RIRs in a wide variety of environ-
ments is non-trivial; hence simulation of RIRs is a problem of
interest. In this paper we investigate techniques for simulation
of far-field speech. Specifically we compare reverberation us-
ing real and simulated RIRs and also examine the benefit of
adding point-source noises. We show that acoustic models



trained on simulated far-field training data not only perform
significantly better in a distant-talking scenario, but also im-
prove performance in a close-talking scenario.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the simulation technique in detail. Section 3 describes the
experimental setup. Section 4 presents the results and finally
the conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. SIMULATION OF FAR-FIELD SPEECH

Input: P(r) : Prob. dist. of different rooms
Input: P(h|r) : Conditional prob. dist. of RIRs given

room
Input: P(ni|r) : Conditional probab. dist. of isotropic

noises given room
Input: P(np) : Prob. dist. of different point-source

noises
Input: P(bi = True) : Prob. of adding isotropic noise
Input: P(bp = True) : Prob. of adding point-source

noises
Input: m : rate of adding point source noises
Input: P(s) : Prob. dist. of SNRs
Input: X : Speech database
Output: Xr : Reverberated speech database
for each recording x[t] in the database X do

Sample a room r based on P(r);
Sample an impulse response hs[t] based on P(h|r);
xr[t]← hs[t] ∗ x[t];
Sample bp based on P(bp);
if bp then

np ← m ∗ duration(x[t]) ;
for j ← 1 tonp do

Sample a point-source p[t] noise based on
P(np);

Sample an impulse response hn[t] based on
P(h|r);

Sample an SNR from P(s) and determine
the scaling coefficient α to enforce it;

Randomly select an offset ot from
[0, duration(x[t])];
xr[t]← xr[t]+α∗Offset(p[t]∗hn[t], ot),

end
end
Sample bi based on P(bi);
if bi then

Sample isotropic noise based on P(ni|r) and
add it to xr[t] after scaling it to enforce a
randomly sampled SNR from P(s);

end
end
Algorithm 1: Procedure to simulate far-field speech

We used the Kaldi math library [7] to implement a tool

which simulates far-field speech. This tool works based on
the procedure described in Algorithm 1.

2.1. Room Impulse Responses

2.1.1. Real RIRs

The set of real RIRs (R) is composed of three databases:
the RWCP sound scene database [8], the REVERB challenge
database [9] and the Aachen impulse response database [10].
Overall there are 325 real RIRs.

2.1.2. Simulated RIRs

We use the image method [11] based on an implementation
by Habets et al. [12]. We sample the room parameters and
receiver position in the room and then randomly generate
a number of RIRs according to different speaker positions.
The room parameters include the room dimensions (width w,
length l and height h) and the absorption coefficient1.

We divide the simulated RIRs into three sets based on the
ranges from which width and length of the room are sampled.
These are

• Ssmall (small room set) : uniformly sampled from the
range 1m to 10m.

• Smed (medium room set) : uniformly sampled from the
10m to 30m.

• Slarge (large room set) : uniformly sampled from the
30m to 50m.

In all the three sets, room height is sampled uniformly
from 2m to 5m; and absorption coefficient is sampled uni-
formly from [0.2, 0.8]. In each set, 200 rooms are sampled
and 100 RIRs are sampled in each room based on speaker and
receiver position.

Figures 1 and 2 compare the simulated and real RIRs. The
simulated RIR was generated using the parameters specified
in meta-data of the real RIR, which was sampled from the RE-
VERB database. One of the significant differences between
the two RIRs is the lack of rich late-reverberations in the sim-
ulated RIR. In this paper we examine if the differences be-
tween simulated and real RIRs affect the ASR performance.

2.2. Noises

We use isotropic and point source noises in our experiments.
The isotropic noises available in the real RIR databases are
used along with the associated RIRs. The point-source noises
are sampled from the Freesound portion of the MUSAN cor-
pus [13]. This portion of the corpus contains 843 noise
recordings and each of them is manually classified as either
a foreground or a background noise. Foreground noises are

1In this paper, we assume all the walls of a room are built by the same
material, and therefore share the same absorption coefficient.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of spectrograms of simulated and real
RIRs
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the simulated and real RIR waveforms

added to the reverberated speech signal at a specified time,
whereas the background noises are extended, by repetition,
to cover the entire speech recording. The rate of addition of
point-source noises (m in Algorithm 1) determines the total
number of point-source noises added per speech recording.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We evaluate our method on several LVCSR tasks but the main
set of results are presented on the 300 hour Switchboard task.
The training of baseline systems are same as [15] for the
SWBD task, [4] for the ASpIRE task and [16] for the AMI
task.

The lattice-free maximum mutual information (LF-MMI)
criterion was used to train the acoustic models [15]. Time-
delay neural network (TDNN) [17] and bi-directional long-
short term memory (BLSTM) [18, 19, 20] acoustic mod-
els were used in our experiments. We use 40-dimensional
MFCCs and 100 dimensional i-vectors [21]. Clean data2 was
used to generate the decision tree for context-dependent state
clustering and the numerator lattices for LF-MMI training.

2Clean data refers to data that is not reverberated.

3.1. Estimation of probability distributions

In Algorithm 1 several probability distributions are used.
These are estimated as follows. For each of the RIR sets
described in Section 2 i.e., R,Ssmall, Smed and Slarge; we
assign uniform probabilities3 to all the RIRs. For a given
set, the probability distribution of different rooms (P(r)) is
computed by accumulating the RIR probabilities correspond-
ing to the specific rooms. When combining two different sets
we perform a convex combination of the corresponding room
probability distributions, based on a user specified weight.
The isotropic noise distribution P(ni|r), for a given room r,
is uniform across as all the isotropic noises recorded in that
room. The probability distribution P(s) corresponding to the
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) is chosen to be a uniform distri-
bution over 20, 15, 10, 5 and 0 dB.

3.2. Test Sets

To test the performance on far-field speech we use the ASpIRE
dev set provided as part of the IARPA-ASpIRE challenge [3].
It is composed of 10-minute recordings and in total contains
5 hours of audio. Details about the corpus are available in
[3]. In addition to the far-field test set we also evaluate per-
formance on the Hub5 ’00 evaluation set which represents
telephone speech4. We also evaluate our method on the three
AMI tasks[22]: individual headset microphone (IHM), single
distant microphone (SDM) and multiple distant microphone
(MDM) tasks.

4. RESULTS

Table 1 presents the results on the two test sets. Acoustic
models (AMs) trained on a combination of reverberated and
clean data performed better than the baseline AM trained on
clean data, in both the test conditions.

In Table 1, the second section compares the performance
of AMs trained with data reverberated with different types of
impulse responses. It can be seen that real RIRs perform bet-
ter than the simulated RIRs in all the three tasks. The third
section of Table 1 compares the improvements due to addi-
tion of isotropic and point-source noises, in addition to rever-
beration. Addition of both types of noises, individually, led
to significant reduction in the word error rate (WER) on dev
ASpIRE set. Further it was observed that addition of point
source noises led to larger improvements. Another interest-
ing observation is that the performance gap between real and
simulated RIRs was reduced after the addition of point-source
noises. Finally the combination of both simulated and real

3Higher probabilities should be given to those RIRs which are believed
to have more overlap with the test set. We are using uniform distributions in
this paper as we do not have an estimate of the target room parameters.

4Location in scripts: egs/swdb/s5c/local/chain/multi condition/



Table 1. Comparison of baseline and reverberated system using simulated RIRs (sim-rvb) and/or real RIRs (real-rvb). All sys-
tems shown use time delay neural networks (TDNNs) trained by lattice-free maximum mutual information (LF-MMI) criteria.

Training data Hours Epoch Eval2000
dev ASpIRE SWB CHE Total

clean only (Baseline)† 900 4 56.3 10.2 20.5 15.4
sim-rvb only (Smed) 900 4 39.3 11.3 21.5 16.4

Mixing reverberated and clean data:
sim-rvb (Ssmall) 1800 2 39.4 10.2 20.1 15.2
sim-rvb (Smed) 1800 2 40.4 10.0 19.8 14.9
sim-rvb (Slarge) 1800 2 41.3 10.0 19.7 15.0

real-rvb 1800 2 38.6 10.0 19.7 14.9
With addition of noises:

real-rvb + isotropic 1800 2 35.9 10.2 20.0 15.2
real-rvb + point-source 1800 2 34.7 10.1 20.0 15.1

sim-rvb (Smed) + point-source 1800 2 34.9 10.2 19.7 15.0
sim-rvb (Smed) + real-rvb + point-source 1800 2 34.3 10.3 19.7 15.0

† : We perform a 3-fold augmentation of the 300-hour SWBD data to create a total of 900 hours of training set
using the Speed Perturbation technique ([14]).

Table 2. Results on ASpIRE dev set with ∼ 5100 hours of
training data.

Training data Model Objective WER
clean only TDNN CE 45
real-rvb + isotropic TDNN CE 31.0*
clean only TDNN LF-MMI 40.9
real-rvb + isotropic TDNN LF-MMI 27.8
sim-rvb (Smed) + point-source TDNN LF-MMI 27.0
real-rvb + isotropic BLSTM LF-MMI 25.7
sim-rvb (Smed) + point-source BLSTM LF-MMI 24.6

* : The best system in [4].

RIRs led to minor improvements 5. Another interesting ob-
servation is that the addition of reverberation and noise led to
minor improvements even on the Hub5 ’00 test set, which is
comprised of close-talking telephone speech.

Table 2 presents the results on the dev ASpIRE set using a
larger amount of training data (fisher+swbd speech 1700
hrs * 3-fold reverberation = 5100 hrs). The TDNNs used and
language model training are similar to those specified in [4].
The cross-entropy (CE) system with the 31% WER is pro-
vided for reference as it was the best system in [4]. The use
of LF-MMI objective function results in a 9.7% relative im-
provement, which is consistent with the observations in [15].

A further relative improvement of 2.7% was obtained by
switching to simulated RIRs and point source noises, in the
TDNN acoustic models. These gains were consistent even
with the BLSTM acoustic models. The 24.6% WER on the
ASpIRE dev set, is the lowest reported WER on this task by
a large margin. 6

5In this experiment, the real and simulated room probability distributions
were combined with a mixture weight of 0.5.

6Further experimentation, combining the real and simulated RIRs, and
the isotropic and point-source noises, is in progress.

Table 3. Comparison of systems on various AMI tasks.
The rvb-IHM data is generated by using simulated RIRs and
point-source noises.

LVCSR task Training data dev eval
IHM IHM data 22.4 22.5
IHM IHM + rvb-IHM data 21.5 21.9
Rel. Change 4% 2.7%
SDM SDM data 40.9 45.2
SDM SDM + rvb-IHM data 38.7 42.6
Rel. Change 5.4% 5.8%
MDM MDM data 37.4 40.6
MDM MDM + rvb-IHM data 35.8 39.1
Rel. Change 4.3% 3.7%

Table 3 presents the results on the three AMI tasks. Im-
provements are observed on all three tasks when the reverber-
ated IHM data7 is added into the training set.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we compared the performance of acoustic mod-
els trained with simulated far-field speech on a real far-field
speech test set. We showed that although using simulated
RIRs were slightly worse than using real RIRs, the perfor-
mance gap was eliminated when point-source noises were
added. Further we showed that combining clean and reverber-
ated training data, considerable improvements can also be ob-
tained in the close-talking scenario. We are exploring meth-
ods to simulate isotropic noise recordings for simulated RIRs.

7The SDM and MDM data are not reverberated as they are already
recorded using distant microphones.
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